Helicopters have become workhorses in the vegetation care industry. The Hiller 12-E, piloted by Gil Liming of Reforestation Services, Salem, Ore., is one of 3 such ships owned by the corporation. It is equipped with Dow Chemical Company's adjustable in-flight swath system spray unit. Partner in the venture with Liming is H. S. Poulin. Most of their work is vegetation control on power line and railroad rights-of-way. The landing pod on the tank truck was built to order for the firm and facilitates landing in heavy brush where the rotors might become entangled. Landing atop the truck also prevents livestock or animals from damaging the rotors at night.
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**WTT Mailbox**

A Cooperative Venture

I have not had the opportunity to congratulate you on the fine spread in Weeds Trees and Turf on our aquatic work ... We have had several good comments about the article. You will note by the enclosed copy of the letter from Mr. John Underwood of Solo Industries to me that he is also pleased with the spread. Like him we are interested in obtaining copies . . .

Lyle W. Weldon

Crops Research Division
Agricultural Research Service, USDA
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.

We Are Happy To Oblige

In my work with licensed Windsor sod growers through the country, I have often recommended your magazine as a useful addition to the growers library.

If you would like, I could provide you with names and addresses of 50 potential subscribers who I am sure would appreciate a complimentary copy . . .

Paul Florence
Manager, Windsor Sod Culture and Marketing
Scotts
Marysville, Ohio
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